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FOREWORD
A decade ago, IIX set out to fulfill the enduring mission of building a more inclusive
world as the foundation for sustainable peace. At the time, the impact economy was
just emerging and there were few pathways for those who were innovating solutions to
the world's social and environmental problems. Since then, IIX's work has grown to span
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the entire social capital markets value chain - to support trailblazers with impact
assessments, technical assistance and our award-winning accelerator program ACTS;
connect them to investors through our Impact Partners crowdfunding platform; create
innovative financial products such as the Women's Livelihood Bond that unlock greater

private capital and amplify public resources; and share our experiences and methodologies with the next generation of
leaders. We developed this ecosystem approach because it is what is needed to catalyze society-wide participation and
effect real, long-term change. Thanks to our partners and those who have committed to this journey with us, IIX has
impacted almost

24 million lives across 46 countries, unlocked nearly $94 million of private sector capital to support 140+
1 million metric tons of carbon emissions.

enterprises, and avoided over

Now more than ever we need more of you to join the movement and help us take the impact economy to the next level. To
do this we must ask difficult questions. What does long-term, sustainable impact look like? How do we measure it at scale
and ensure its transparency and accountability to those most vulnerable in society? How do we make it accessible for all
businesses and sectors to implement? If we are serious about closing the gender gap, what will it take to democratize our
measurements and bring women to the forefront of change? As IIX nears our 10th anniversary, we invite you to be a part of
exciting innovations to address these challenges and drive the next decade of change with us.

With Optimism and Defiance,
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those excluded from existing
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solution for a sustainable future.
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IIX IMPACT
MEASUREMENT
Measuring impact begins with the voice that is not yet valued. This is the commitment that IIX made ten years ago, and
this is the standard to which we hold our impact measurements. Whether it is the woman previously living in darkness in a rural
off-grid village or the entrepreneur who is not yet aware of the way she is disrupting gender inequality through access to solar
energy, their voices on the ground form the foundation of IIX's impact assessment - which measures what matters to those
most vulnerable in society; gives value to the impact that businesses may not yet comprehend; and ensures long-term
sustainability to those investing in positive change.

Having been on the ground with our enterprises over the years, the view from below gives us unique insights that are baked
into our approach. By starting with the most vulnerable in society, especially women, closing the gender gap is not an
afterthought in our assessment but a part of our methodological rigor and the most effective way to address the root causes
of poverty and inequality. While the traditional ways to measure impact assume that data is readily available for self-reporting
within the funder's framework, we know that those excluded from existing systems are rarely free to speak up, and impact
enterprises are rarely ready to fully articulate, track, and expand their impact without education, technical assistance, and
investment readiness support. For this reason, too many measurements are based on surface-level, even inflated metrics such
as hours of training rather than deeper outcomes such as sustainable livelihoods. Once businesses are provided with an
impact measurement plan that values their full potential and their most vulnerable customers, we can systematically break the
cycles of exclusion and drive smarter data collection and intelligence. We know that measuring impact is not a race to the
highest number, but a tool to help investors make money work harder; and businesses to better serve their customers and grow
their financial and social impact. By tying our impact assessments to investment dollars, we also hold everyone accountable enterprises to investors, and investors to the Sustainable Development Goals.

In

2018 alone, IIX collected over 10,000 data points from over 1,000 customers and beneficiaries across 6 countries.

Combined with our ecosystem approach and decade of experience conducting impact assessments, IIX uses data at scale
to create actionable insights for decision makers - across portfolios, countries, and sectors.

24 million
Lives impacted through
IIX's Impact Assessments
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IMPACT SNAPSHOT
To date

$94M
CAPITAL UNLOCKED

46
DEALS

1M

METRIC TONS C02
AVOIDED

24M

LIVES DIRECTLY IMPACTED

77M

DIRECT AND
HOUSEHOLD LIVES
IMPACTED

56%
WOMEN
BENEFICIARIES

46

Countries
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17

2018
Impact
Partners

IMPACT ENTERPRISES
SUPPORTED

12.3K

FARMERS TRAINED IN
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Technology
27.3%

1.4M

SECTORS

PEOPLE ACCESSING
CLEAN ENERGY

1.8M

WOMEN BENEFICIARIES

10X

Agri/Aquaculture
45.5%

Education
13.6%
Energy
13.6%

CAPITAL RAISED FOR EACH
DOLLAR OF FUNDING

Women's Livelihood Bond 1
BY 2021

385K

WOMEN GAIN SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOOD

2018
Impact
Institute

2018

$8M

3X

PRIVATE SECTOR
CAPITAL MOBILIZED

HOLISTIC GROWTH OF
INVESTOR WEALTH

1112
IMPACT INSTITUTE
TRAINEES

14

TRAINING EVENTS AND
COURSES OFFERED

430K+
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
REACH
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INVEST
IMPACT PARTNERS

IIX GROWTH FUND

When we first started the journey to connect the Back

We also know that change takes time. As IIX continues to

Streets of underserved communities to the Wall Streets of

remove the barriers to impact investing for enterprises and

the world, there were few opportunities for impact

investors alike, early champions were needed to support the

enterprises and like-minded investors to connect and

trailblazers innovating environmental and social solutions

successfully close deals. A handful of enterprises were

across Asia. A special attention to women-focused impact,

ready to grow, while many entrepreneurs were still

both as a targeted and cross sector approach, was crucial

experimenting with new ways to bring clean energy, water

to disrupt long-held investor beliefs and to prove that

and sanitation, sustainable agriculture, healthcare, and

gender-lens investing makes business sense.

education to the remote corners of the world. No one had
the answers, but IIX was determined to experiment and

In 2018, the IIX Growth Fund - a US$25 million equity fund -

grow alongside our enterprises. We couldn't imagine that

successfully closed its first two investments in Indonesia-

Impact Partners - IIX's crowdfunding platform for impact

based

investing - would grow to become the world's largest.

Green Enterprises and Bangladesh-based
SOLshare. Impact Partners also brought together a

Today, the platform raises a combination of debt and

consortium of global investors to participate in the capital

equity for high impact enterprises, and connects them to

raise. We're pleased to share with you some of the

over

1,000 global investors representing over US$10 billion

enterprises that IIX supported in 2018 through capital raise,

in assets. When combined with our award-winning

investments, technical assistance or investment readiness,

Acceleration and Customized Technical Services (ACTS)

and how their businesses are changing lives across Asia.

program and our impact assessments, IIX has been able to
raise

10 times the private sector capital for every dollar of

Learn about our deals at: impactpartners.iixglobal.com

funding received.

CAPITAL RAISE

SOLSHARE
BANGLADESH

ERC EYE CARE

INDIA

GREEN ENTERPRISES
INDONESIA

FREYR ENERGY
INDIA

KARMA

HEALTHCARE
INDIA

19,000 households

99,300 patients

4,300 lives improved

5,250 households

3.8M consultations

accessing

(72% low income,

600 small holder

and businesses

provided

electricity

67% women)

farmers trained

access electricity

600,000 low-income

14,000 micro-

impacted

2.8M endangered

675 villages gain

patients no longer

entrepreneur

US$129k in

sea turtle eggs

electricity for the

stop work for

livelihoods created

productivity gained

rescued

first time

healthcare visits

2,200 metric tons of

due to eye surgery

1,600 carbon tons

167,270 carbon tons

580,000 patients no

carbon avoided

and treatment

avoided

avoided

longer travel far
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On the
ground in
Indonesia

Green
Enterprises
Indonesia

One of the predominant occupations on the

Adopting a ‘zero waste model’, Green Enterprises

remote islands off the coast of Sumatra is

produces virgin coconut oil. Waste from the

coconut harvesting. Despite being a promising

production of the virgin coconut oil is processed

alternative to the palm oil industry, coconut

to create products such as coconut flour, liquid

plantations have been hit with declining

smoke and charcoal. For sales and distribution, it

productivity and there are limited value-added

connects to wholesale distributers and/or

processing industries on these islands. Caught

boutique retailers to sell its end products.

between a rock and hard place, locals are selling
coconuts for low prices to small-scale processors

The IIX Growth Fund injected US$475,000 as an

of copra and oil.

equity investment into Green Enterprises to
enable it to scale its organic virgin coconut oil

These islands that form Simeulue Regency are

model to empower local communities with

dotted with nesting sites of globally endangered

sustainable livelihoods, improve the economic

sea turtles such as the Green Turtle and the

viability of organic coconut farms and

Leatherback Turtle. The local population’s trading

reforestation, enhance biodiversity, and save sea

and poaching of turtle eggs which sell for high

turtles from poaching.

prices pose a major threat to the fragile marine
ecosystem.

IIX's impact assessment estimates that over the
next ten years, Green Enterprises will help 616

Green Enterprises Indonesia (Green Enterprises)

smallholder coconut farms to increase their skill

saw this two-fold problem as an opportunity to

and knowledge about organic farming techniques

establish a sustainable and organic value chain

to improve productivity. It will boost their income

for coconuts whilst clamping down on poaching.

collectively to over US$30,000 per annum from

Green Enterprises sources coconuts from a

just price premiums. Its efforts to protect bio-

combination of island lease holdings and

diversity is estimated to rescue over 2.8 million

smallholder coconut farmers. It provides

endangered sea turtle eggs while over 1,600 tons

smallholder farmers training on organic farming

of carbon dioxide emissions will be avoided

methods through field schools and organic

because of the ‘zero waste model’ by preventing

certification. These farmers are then able to

open burning of coconut shells. Global cosmetics

receive price premiums for their coconut

retailer Lush now sources virgin coconut oil from

harvests.

Green Enterprises.
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WOMEN'S
LIVELIHOODS
IN ASIA

30-40%
AVERAGE GENDER
WAGE GAP IN ASIA

30%

GDP GROWTH IN ASIA
BY 2025 IF GENDER
GAPS ARE CLOSED

$320B
GLOBAL CREDIT GAP
FOR WOMEN

INNOVATE
WOMEN'S LIVELIHOOD BOND 1

In 2017 IIX successfully closed the Women's Livelihood Bond 1 (WLB1),
the world's first impact investment product listed on a stock
exchange and Bloomberg, reporting both social and financial
returns. Aiming to impact 385,000 women across Southeast Asia,
the US$8 million innovative financial product paves the way for
large-scale, mainstream investment in women's empowerment.

The WLB1 was created to tackle one of the toughest challenges in
Asia - the enduring exclusion of women from a dignified life.
Despite their unique capacity to reshape their lives, families,
communities, and countries, women and girls face structural
barriers that trap them in subsistence living, and are
disproportionately affected by economic and environmental
downturns. During hard times, women are also vulnerable to higher
rates of gender-based violence. The WLB1 shifts deeply embedded
dynamics from viewing women as victims to empowering them as
solution-builders while transitioning them to sustainable livelihoods.
Completing its first year of the bond tenor, the WLB1 has exceeded
its Y1 targets by two-fold. In 2018, IIX launched a US$100 million
WLB2 series which will impact 1 million women across Asia.

WOMEN'S HEALTH BOND
With the success of the WLB1, IIX is taking our expertise globally to tackle women's health. While the world is waking up to
women taking a stand and speaking up, their voices remain elusive as ever in healthcare. About 830 women globally die
each day from preventable causes related to pregnancy and childbirth. This phenomenon is not isolated to the developing
world. The U.S. has the highest maternal mortality rate in the developed world. To bring women to the forefront of change,

Women’s Health Initiative and is exploring a series of Women's Health Bonds in the US. With
women’s health impact assessment toolkit and a Women’s
Health Bond Feasibility Study, drawing on insights from 60+ healthcare experts and industry leaders, and support from a
IIX launched in 2018 the

support from the Medtronic Foundation, IIX developed a

Task Force of 19 high-profile experts - including representatives from the American Cancer Society, Medtronic, Stanford
University, Duke University and University of Pennsylvania. Moving forward, IIX will continue to drive patient-centered, valuebased healthcare through innovative financial products and quantifiable impact measurement.
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Women's
Livelihood
Bond 1

From
the field
SAMIC
CAMBODIA
SAMIC is expanding financial inclusion to underserved communities - 80% of

which are women - to help finance latrines and clean water-related facilities in
their homes to reduce the risk of disease and promote hygienic practices.

“My first loan with SAMIC was a WASH loan which enabled me to build my
home’s first latrine and provide improved sanitation for my household. My
subsequent loans with SAMIC have enabled me to expand my rice farming
activities such that my family was able to move from subsistence farming to
having enough surplus for a small rice selling business that has increased the
household’s income and overall quality of life.” - Rina, SAMIC beneficiary

NEGROS WOMEN FOR TOMORROW
FOUNDATION (NWTF)
PHILIPPINES
Women continue to suffer disproportionately from unemployment, with only half
of working-age women in the labor force. NWTF empowers women from the
poorest sections of society by providing them savings products, loans and other
financial services to work towards an independent, dignified life.

“I have been a regular borrower with NWTF for the past 3 years. Being a single
mother of 5 children, my access to NWTF’s loans has enabled me to gain more
independence in raising my family. Through these loans, I was able to expand
my food stall business and make insurance claims for my mother’s
hospitalization.” - Jane, NWTF beneficiary

ICARE
VIETNAM
iCare enables women to access essential products and services. They facilitate
manufacturers, social organizations, banks and service providers in serving
workers at the bottom of economic pyramid, and providing them the lowest total
cost of access to basic life changing products and services.

“I am a single mom and I work at a garment factory and have a young daughter
who I had to drop off to the local school everyday on foot. I used Viet Phu
Payment Services to purchase a motor bike that will be paid off in less than a
year without any additional interest. Now, I am not only saving time in transit but
also feel more secure about dropping and picking my child up everyday. I also
save time travelling to work, doing my groceries and other weekly chores. The
time I save can now be used either to work an extra shift or to help my daughter
with her homework in the evenings. I feel more productive and empowered as a
mother, who is able to care for her child independently.” - Holly, iCare
beneficiary
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FROM IDEAS TO ACTION

Our vision for change is to value and empower

Through collaborative dialogue and purpose-driven

everyone to be a part of the solution for a sustainable

actions, we continue to push the limits of the impact

future. We do this by democratizing knowledge, giving

economy and drive the next era of change. In 2018, IIX

voice to vulnerable communities, and collaborating

introduced our Sustainable Peace Initiative at the

across boundaries. In our journey this year, IIX shared

72nd UN General Assembly, and convened key

our learnings and trained over 1,100 fellow travellers,

discussions with the Asian Development Bank (ADB),

workshop participants, and our Impact course takers

Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Unilever and Save the

who are ready to become the next generation of

Children. With the support of the Medtronic

change agents. Partners included Singapore's Tote

Foundation, we also hosted a live discussion on

Board and the National Volunteer and Philanthropy

closing gender gaps in healthcare through innovative

Centre; the Korea Social Investment Foundation; the

finance with panelists from the Medtronic Foundation,

China Global Philanthropy Institute; and our recurring

the Minnesota Department of Health, and

partners at Georgetown, Columbia University, and the

Knowledge@Wharton. We continued the conversation

University of Oregon. Learn more:

on driving women's empowerment and sustainable

iixfoundation.org/iix-impact-institute

peace through innovative finance in San Francisco,

GROWING PARTNERSHIPS
During these tumultuous times, where cynicism and
mistrust have pervaded daily life, IIX is inspired by our
partners who believe in our vision, and have
committed to building a just world with resolve and
defiant optimism. Together with forward-looking

with speakers from the Rockefeller Foundation, Merck
for Mothers, the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation (OPIC), Jones Day, and the Wharton
School. IIX partnered with ADB to share the results of
our report, "Roadmap for Strengthening Social
Entrepreneurship in the Philippines," with over 150
Philippine stakeholders in Manila.

government partners such as Pacific RISE, an
Australian Government funded initiative, and the

BROADCAST AND ONLINE MEDIA

Korea International Cooperation Agency, IIX can

IIX concluded the first season of our podcast series

empower high-impact enterprises in some of the

From Back Street to Wall Street,

toughest sectors and regions with capital raise,

with Knowledge@Wharton - the online business journal

capacity building and technical assistance,

of the Wharton School. The podcast reaches a global

accelerator programs, and pipelines to partnerships

audience of 4 million people, and is shared with IIX's

and growth. Industry leaders such as DBS, Shearman &

vibrant online community of over 20,000 subscribers.

Sterling, Latham & Watkins, and Cyril Amarchand

IIX also shared our insights with a wider community

Mangaldas enabled IIX to bring innovative financial

through interviews and appearances with BBC, The

products such as the Women's Livelihood Bond to the

Economist, Financial Times, Nikkei Asian Review, and

mainstream, while paving the way for more businesses

Robb Report.

jointly produced

to join the movement for good.

We build opportunities for
anyone, anywhere to play a
role in a more inclusive
world

35,000

Ecosystem partners
engaged over the past
decade
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MOVING
FORWARD
Join IIX for our 10th anniversary as we dedicate 2019 to the year of

Women, Peace, and Parity. In a year-long series of

gatherings, celebrate the trailblazers, innovators, and entrepreneurs who are solving the root causes of inequality and
conflict, and building peace in a new way. Join us in honoring women, who have a unique power as peace builders to
reshape their lives, their families, and their communities. Most of all, join us in celebrating opportunities for collaboration
that will drive a new decade of impact and meaningful change.

We have already begun to lay the groundwork for the next era.

Healthcare systems are failing those who need it most – underserved women from poor, rural and racial minority backgrounds.
Through our

Women's Health Initiative, we are taking a stand that Women's Health Matters and that no woman should be

denied health access because of financial and social barriers. Join our effort to push global health organizations to go
beyond muted proclamations and actively respond to women’s voices:

iixfoundation.org/advancingwomenshealth

Women are also the entry point to building a more peaceful world that values the most vulnerable in society. Conflicts arise
out of persistent inequities that create chasms between groups of people. In order to achieve sustainable peace, we must
start to build peace in a new way by disrupting the conditions for conflict - inequality, poverty, and exclusion - and create
new opportunities for a different future. Through the

Innovative Finance for Sustainable Peace Initiative, help us
iixfoundation.org/sustainablepeace

harness the potential of financial markets to drive these necessary changes:

Finally, we must push ourselves and the impact economy to the next level by doubling our commitment to transparent,
grounded, and honest impact measurements. We cannot wait to share with you what's in store as we innovate new ways to
democratize impact measurement and enable everyone to participate in the economy for good.

In this pivotal global moment, where our diverse backgrounds can be a powerful source of celebration and innovation, we
invite you to take a stand, share a commitment to action, and shape a new future together.
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GLOBAL
COMMUNITY
ADVISORY BOARD

FOUNDATION AND ADVISORY BOARD

ANTONY BUGG-LEVINE

SOHANA ROUF CHOWDHURY

CEO, NONPROFIT FINANCE FUND

MANAGING DIRECTOR, RANGS MOTORS LIMITED

AL NJOO

EE-CHING TAY

PRINCIPAL, THE BENCHMARK GROUP

MANAGING DIRECTOR, JP MORGAN

LINDA JONES

KALPANA RAINA

VICE PRESIDENT, PARTNERSHIPS AND INNOVATION, MEDA

MANAGING PARTNER, 252 SOLUTIONS

OMAR ISHRAK

EDWARD HARTMAN

CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MEDTRONIC

CO-FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF ATTORNEY SERVICES,
LEGALZOOM

JONG NAM OH
SENIOR ADVISOR, KIM & CHANG

JOSEPH T. YURCIK
COO & CFO, THEATERMANIA.COM

DAVID K. MUSTO
RONALD O. PERELMAN PROFESSOR IN FINANCE AND CHAIR OF
THE FINANCE DEPARTMENT, THE WHARTON SCHOOL

RUTH SHABER
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT, TARA HEALTH FOUNDATION

RORY RIGGS
FOUNDER AND CEO, LOCUS ANALYTICS

GEORGE GREEN
FOUNDER AND INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL, PLURIBUS CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT

CELSO GRECCO
SYNERGOS SENIOR FELLOW & FOUNDER, ATTITUDE
CONSULTING

WOMEN'S HEALTH BOND FEASIBILITY STUDY TASK FORCE
Ms. Elana Abraham - The Mount Sinai Health System

Prof. Catherine Clark - Center for the Advancement of

Mr. Omar Ishrak – Medtronic

Social Entrepreneurship (CASE), Duke University’s Fuqua

Ms. Paurvi Bhatt - Medtronic Foundation

School of Business

Ms. Kris Kim - American Cancer Society

Prof. Katherine Klein - Wharton Social Impact Initiative,

Ms. Mary Manning - Minnesota Department of Health

University of Pennsylvania

Dr. Ruth Saber - Tara Health Foundation

Prof. Paul Brest - Stanford University

Ms. Asta Sorensen - RTI International

Mr. Edward Hartman - Legal Zoom

Ms. Jean Lim Terra - Gilead Sciences

Ms. Kalpana Raina - 252 Solutions, LLC

Ms. Pamela Zeller – Zeller Solutions

Mr. Alan Seem - Jones Day

Mr. Antony Bugg-Levine - Non-Profit Finance Fund

Ms. Sharmila Mona Sinha - Smith College

Ms. Cynthia Calderon - Small World Group Incubator

Mr. Joesph Yurcik - TheaterMania.com

Mr. Paul Tregidgo - Centre for Financial Inclusion
Mr. George Green - Pluribus Capital Management
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We are defiant optimists transforming the world through a new
approach to sustainable peace. To achieve sustainable peace, we must
address the root causes of inequality and injustice in the world today
that lead to conflict. We believe that peace must be built by valuing
and empowering everyone – especially those excluded from existing
systems – to be a part of the solution for a sustainable future. Over the
past decade, we have built the world’s largest crowdfunding platform
for impact investing, Impact Partners, created innovative financial and
blended finance products such as the Women's Livelihood Bond,
operated award-winning enterprise technical assistance programs such
as IIX ACTS, and established an Impact Institute for training and
education. The basis of all this work - connecting the financial markets
with impact - is IIX's proprietary Impact Assessment which is now widely
used across Asia.To date, IIX's work has spanned 46 countries, unlocked
nearly $94 million of private sector capital to support 140+ enterprises,
avoided over 1 million metric tons of carbon and impacted nearly 24
million lives. IIX has received numerous awards for its work including
the Oslo Business for Peace Award, the ‘Nobel Prize for
Business.’ Currently, IIX is exploring a series of Women's Health
Bonds to bring affordable, accessible and effective healthcare for
women in the US.

@iixglobal

info@iixglobal.com

iixglobal.com

Singapore / USA

